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MEISER press-welded grating 

Press-welded grating are characterised by the high stability of the respective 
grating. In this process, all intersection points are welded together, and these 
give the grating a high degree of torsional rigidity, even when overloaded. 
Press-welded grating can also be manufactured with a slip resistance class 
of R10 to R12, and are frequently used in conveying levels, painting lines 
and plants. Tried-and-tested mesh widths ensure that drop- through protec-
tion is guaranteed for various small objects, e.g. 15, 20 & 35mm ballproof.

MEISER Press Locked grating 

Press-locked grating is frequently used in applications or areas with particu-
larly high requirements for aesthetics or for its slip-resistant properties. These 
can be manufactured with a slip resistance class of R10 to R13, and because 
many different mesh spacings can be manufactured, drop through protection 
for various small parts can be guaranteed whilst ensuring compatibility with 
sprinkler systems for levels located below.

Meiser is a world leading manufacturer of open bar grating, profile planking, stair-treads and handrail, supplying its products to all 
market sectors. The diverse range of products are manufactured in a variety of different materials, for example mild/ stainless steel, 
aluminium and GRP. The company’s products are supplied globally and are used in some of the world’s most harsh environments, 
such as Oil & Gas, Petro-Chemical, Power Stations, Water Treatment Plants etc. 

All products are internationally approved and manufactured under ISO 9001:2008 and can be supplied with all necessary QA and 
CE certification when requested. 

The diverse range of products enables us to offer the complete package, tailored to your project specific requirements and can be 
enhanced with project management, onsite surveying and detailing services as necessary.
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MEISER sheet metal profile “Stepbloc F“ 

MEISER “Stepbloc F” has for many years had an established place as a 
platform flooring in the automotive industry. The punched pattern of the very 
prominent surface gives this grating excellent stability which guarantees a 
high degree of slip resistance, particularly in areas where the work areas 
could involve grease or oil contamination.

MEISER sheet metal profile “Steplarm G“

MEISER “Steplarm G” has a surface structure which is comparable to a cheq-
uer plate, making this product an attractive lightweight alternative, but greater 
load-bearing capacity at higher span widths. A closed surface floor that has 
proven itself for use in public areas with pedestrian traffic and in commercial 
use in the construction industry.
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Put us to the test!

Other MEISER sheet metal profiles

Stepplus N Formstep G6 Bostep G Formstep O4


